Becoming A Perfectionologist
A Certified Perfection Healing Coach
A Perfectionologist is one who has mastered the understanding that operating in each moment
through Divine guidance is vital to being in harmony with their Higher Self. A Perfectionologist
applies this understanding to the permanent practice of embodying this understanding, knowing
that such understanding blesses them with the Loving Authority of Perfect Love.
Once you grasp the realization that the Holy Instant is infinitely guiding us through our life
experiences, you have then mastered the understanding that your life lessons are meant to be
learned in Love. Embodiment of this Truth begins once we consciously choose to willingly
surrender in allowing this infinite life force of Love to guide us throughout life. When we allow
ourselves to surrender to this guidance, we gift ourselves the awareness of perfect clarity that we
are ALWAYS experiencing life within the Oneness of Love.
A Perfectionologist lives their life anchored in the intention of staying connected with the Divine
Intelligence of the Universe, aka: the God Force of Perfect Love. It is one who embraces their
growth within the receptivity of learning the difference between the lower self (ego) and the higher
Self (YOU). In learning the difference, we fully understand that the ego is separate from who We
Are. The ego does not exist within the soul. Your ego is who you perceive yourself to be in your
physical form, yet it has no connection within the natural state of the Perfect Beingness that is
YOU. A Perfectionologist’s expertise entails mastering the embodiment of Being; one who is
dedicated to mastering the art of Seeing All of life’s experiences through the perception of
perfection.
In this framework, a Perfectionologist understands in perfect clarity that “Being as God created
you” is one’s natural state of Being. The willingness To Be You is all that is expected; nothing
else. Perfection within our mind, body and spirit is what We Are; this is Our Truth at its core.
The experiences of life are nothing other than a lesson plan of consecutive signs meant to help lead
us back to the remembrance of Our Truth, who we are underneath the ego’s perceptions. By
consciously and actively seeking clarity on the Truth, you WILL inevitably see the evidence of
Perfect Love (the understanding). As one shifts into perfect clarity, the alignment of your Self
with the understanding of this Truth become a perfectly synchronized vibration; it is within this
vibrational alignment that seeing the evidence of Perfect Love becomes dynamically tangible; and
once you begin witnessing the evidence of Truth within your life experiences, the shifts in
perception that outcome then awaken the Divine desire we collectively share to utilize Our Truth
(the embodiment). A Perfectionologist consciously chooses to see and TO BE the Light of the
Truth, of Love, happening right NOW within every moment of life.
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A Perfectionologist is fully aware of the following truths:
All “terms” are potentially controversial, and those who seek controversy will find it. Yet those
who seek clarification will find it as well. They must, however, be willing to overlook
controversy, recognizing that it is a defense against truth in the form of a delaying maneuver.
Theological considerations as such are necessarily controversial, since they depend on belief
and can therefore be accepted or rejected. A universal theology is impossible, but a universal
experience is not only possible but necessary. This is not a course in theoretical philosophy, nor
is it concerned with precise terminology in connection with origins. It is concerned only with
Atonement, or the correction of perception. The means of Atonement is forgiveness. The
structure of “individual consciousness” is essentially irrelevant, because it is a concept
representing the “original error” or the “original sin.” To study the error itself does not lead to
correction, if you are indeed to succeed in overlooking the error.
1. We are a reflection of God, created in His image. God is Perfect Love, therefore, We
are Perfect Love. We are experiencing nothing other than perfect love within every
moment whether we are consciously aware of it or not. Our desire to attain the
awareness of seeing life through the eyes of love is the key to maintaining our sanity.
Choosing to live life with this perception is where we all, as a collective, desire To Be all
the time. God’s Will for us is to wake up to the remembrance of our perfection.
2. Experiencing the fullness of You means you have allowed the Divine Life Force of what
is to wake you. You are aware that YOU literally create what you experience in life, on
every level. Being aware of who you are means you are aware of the power of your
thoughts in perceiving life however you choose to. Your thoughts translate to what you
feel. Your feelings are vibrations which then create an experience. Whether one is
consciously aware of their power to create through perception is irrelevant. Our power
to create does not conflict with God’s will for us. It can however influence a skewed
perception. We choose to see the beauty of life at will. We are also capable of choosing
to deny it. That is our Free Will. The perception we freely choose to see through runs
parallel to the experiences we create for ourselves. No matter how we choose to perceive
these experiences, it has no influence on the unfoldment of God’s Will. Due to free will,
we have the choice to use our power appropriately or inappropriately. When your
experiences manifest in a way where staying in alignment with God’s perception comes
with ease, this indicates appropriate use of your power. Creating experiences for yourself
where you perceive life to be patterns of consistent pain is a clear indicator of the
inappropriate use of your power. In choosing to deny taking full responsibility and
ownership of your power is a choice you, yourself, are free to make willingly.
Regardless of what you choose to create for yourself, the outcome is inevitably the same.
God’s Will for us through life experience is to learn the meaning of love. How we
choose to learn it is our Free Will. When your intention is energized with keeping focus
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on staying present in the moment, we see the evidence of our power to learn love in love.
Perceiving this life as anything other than a constant flow of infinite opportunities to bask
in our Beingness of Perfect Love, you’re observing the manifestation of illusion. Your
willingness to deny the truth is what makes illusion apart of your reality.
3. Illusions are misperceptions that say “Love does not exist here.” Misperceptions of
God’s truth are what we all know to be called “suffering.” When we embody these
misperceptions, we create the experience of pain. Whether it be a headache, back pain,
heart break, a mental illness or cancer, pain and suffering are indicators that We are
choosing to use our power inappropriately. Once we take responsibility for our creating
these illusions, we own the fact that we are creating the pain and suffering we perceive in
our reality. Our power to create is limitless. However, when the truth of who we are
gets knocked out of alignment with how we are choosing to use our power, we
subconsciously create an experience to shift. The ownership in accepting this truth
means a shift in our perception, which means a shift in our reality. What we perceive
reality to be determines what we create our reality to be. Our power to create our life
experience is a gift. Mastering the appropriate use of our power to experience all
encompassing love ALL THE TIME is our soul’s destined desire. Manifestation of this
desire into its fullness is our self-actualization of spiritual mastery. Once we master the
embodiment of living life through the perception of love, we will create a life of
experiences that reflect that perception.
4. Perfectionologists understand that all that they are experiencing, all that they have
experienced, and all that they will experience, is a direct outcome of their own beliefs.
They are fully aware that each and every experience is a projection, or reflection of their
beliefs manifested due to the frequency of self-love one is vibrating from within. Your
beliefs form as a result of what you learn through experience. The energy we exert into
our beliefs manifest themselves into more experiences which reflect our beliefs, and
create validation that they exist; these experiences also present the opportunity to
perceive in love; it is our choice to allow our perception on a polarized belief to shift
back to love (it is our Free Will to choose the allowing of this shift). Thus, what you
value (perceived correctly or not), creates the direct experience of everything in your life.
Being aware that what you have experienced is a manifested reflection on what you
believe is key to your receiving clarity on how to create a life which validates perfection.
5. The primary focus within mastering stepping into the fullness of You, your higher Self, is
the willingness to let go of all the polarized illusions we have created; these
misperceptions are what keep the darkness of the world alive. We as a whole have
energized these polarized beliefs to such an extreme, many have accepted that this
darkness has power over us. What we choose to energize into a reality is our Free Will.
The essence of spiritual mastery is to simply choose to use your Free Will properly. It is
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time to reclaim our birthright and justly embrace our power to create the peacefully
perfect reality we, as One, desire to be experiencing.
6. Perfectionology, at its core, is the learning to master living life in the moment, the only
place where you are experiencing Love’s Presence to its fullest magnitude lies within the
white space of the moment. To be present in the NOW means any polarized thoughts of
the past and the future are absent. This is where we are free of the illusions we have
mistakenly created. You are in the moment when you are overcome with the feeling of
confidence in knowing life is meant to be full of excitement, contentment, joy, bliss..love.
You stand in the knowing that there is nothing that needs to be done or sacrificed to get
there. It is our birthright to experience happiness 100% of the time. The willingness to be
open to God providing all of what you need to fulfill your desires is all that is required.
In the moment, there is no guilt for what you have done in the past, and there are no
questions of doubt or concern for what might be in the future. In the moment, we are
experiencing the Now! In the moment, we are connected as One. We are Love.
7. Now, being a Perfectionologist does not mean one has sustained complete embodiment of
an awakened being. It simply means they are consciously aware of their power to
manifest and the truth of Love being all that is. They have set an uncompromised
intention in choosing to be guided by the Life Force of the Universe, aka: the Perfection
of the Christ within [their Higher Self]. In allowing yourself to surrender to this Higher
Power, you begin to transform from this person you thought you were, valuing all
different kinds of insane illusions into the fullness of the spiritual light being that is YOU,
your true Self.
8. As you move deeper into surrendering to God in letting go of this belief system which
has created what we call insanity takes practice and commitment, but as you do, an
indestructible foundation of trust formulates. Love is all encompassing, and as your
perception on what truth is begins to shift, the evidence of this being our truth
commences to expose its infinite nature all around you. Every situation, relationship,
desire etc., begins falling into place in the most beautifully synchronized way. What is
all encompassing can have no opposite. Give yourself permission to learn love how God
intended. Let in the light and awaken to the perfection of your spirit being guided by
Love, not fear.
We were created as perfect; therefore, we are all Perfectionologist. Certification is therefore an
anointing or confirmation of your intention being 100% committed to Being You, supported by the
evidence of your intention. Allow your faith in Love and trust in God to guide you. We are a
collective consciousness shifting into Divine Mastery as One.
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